™+
AquaRite
>>> SALT CHLORINATOR
WITH TURBOCELL®

EXPAND YOUR
EXPECTATIONS
FULLY EXPANDABLE SALT
WATER CHLORINATOR.
The AquaRite+ is the most advanced salt
water chlorinator for pools and spas on
the market. Not only is the AquaRite+
a salt water chlorinator that controls
the filtration pump with a magnitude of
different on/ off timer features, but it is
fully expandable.
With the addition of optional upgrade
kits, it can measure and control the pH
and ORP levels, control a heater and
more, which can all be done remotely with
optional upgrades via a free App.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
>>
>>
>>

>>

EXPANDABLE WITH OPTION UPGRADE KITS

>>

Equipped with the ability to control other equipment with
optional upgrade kits below

COMPACT

>>
		

Low profile, compact plug and play control box and
compact cell for easy retrofits

		

DURABLE TURBOCELLS

Available in 3 sizes and all NSF Tested. Take comfort
in knowing we have sold more than 1,000,000 TurboCells
worldwide

AUTOMATIC LOW SALT WARNING

A warning is displayed to advise when the salt levels in
the pool require attention 			

AUTOMATIC SALT LEVEL TESTING

This can even be calibrated to confirm levels for
accuracy testing

>>

AUTOMATIC WATER TEMPERATURE MEASURING

		

Real time water temperature is displayed

AUTOMATIC TIMER SCHEDULES

These can be set to turn the filtration pump on and off

ENJOY SILKY SOFT WATER

SAVE TIME AND MONEY

Because salt chlorination provides
automatic, consistent sanitisationavoiding the highs and lows of manual
chlorine addition, salt chlorinated water
won’t irritate the eyes, dry out skin or
cause fabrics to fade.

As a steady supply of fresh, natural chlorine
continuously circulates throughout your pool,
you can expect to cut your chlorine costs
by at least 50%. By keeping water chemistry
perfectly balanced, salt chlorination can also
extend the life of your pool and spa, saving you
expensive replacement costs down the road.

UPGRADE KITS
>>

SPA FLOW SWITCH UPGRADE

>>

PH UPGRADE

>>

ORP UPGRADE

>>

TEMPERATURE PROBE UPGRADE

>>

REMOTE DISPLAY UPGRADE

>>

WIFI NETWORK UPGRADE

>>

TOTAL UPGRADE KIT

Detects flow from spa, allowing the AquaRite+ to automatically reduce chlorinator output. No secondary method is 		
required to adjust chlorine levels in the spa
Commercial grade probes control both pH measurement and acid addition for the pool and spa. No secondary pH 		
system is required to balance the spa
Used in conjunction with the pH upgrade to measure the water’s ORP and controls chlorine output accordingly

Commercial grade probes enable AquaRite+ to connect to a heater to control the temperature of the pool. Even set 		
a desired temperature for the heater to reach and automatically turn off, which can be set to measure the temperature
every 2 hours.
Mirrors the display interface on the AquaRite+ allowing a secondary point of pool/spa system control for the user 		
anywhere in the house
Enables AquaRite+ to communicate with the free Vista Pool App, allowing the user to remotely control the pool/ spa 		
system with a phone or tablet
Combines all of the upgrades above into one kit which can be purchased separately from the AquaRite+ with Cell, to 		
have the complete convenience of an automated pool

SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT CODE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

MAX CHLORINE
OUTPUT CAL HYPO
EQUIV (G/H)

MAX CHLORINE
OUTPUT CHLORINE
GAS (G/H)

MAX POOL SIZECOOL (L)

MAX POOL SIZETROPICAL (L)

1D-AQRPL-10

AQUARITE+ WITH 10 GRAM CELL

15

10

55,000

35,000

1D-AQRPL-20

AQUARITE+ WITH 20 GRAM CELL

31

20

95,000

75,000

1D-AQRPL-30

AQUARITE+ WITH 30 GRAM CELL

46

30

150,000

110,000
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